
GLAM & SOUL

Since 1984 the name THOMAS SABO has stood for versatile, innovative and trendsetting jewellery and 

watch designs of the highest quality and for high-end beauty products.

The Thomas Sabo ‘Glam & Soul’ collection is aimed at women and 

gentlemen alike. It’s perfect finish and intricate attention to detail in 

the manufacturing process makes any item from this collection the 

perfect gift for family, friends and loved ones.

The range includes glamorous earrings, stylish rings, engravabe The range includes glamorous earrings, stylish rings, engravabe 

bracelets and intricate pendant necklaces to compliment any 

occasion. They are available in a range of materials including Sterling 

Silver, Stainless steel, Rose gold and Black.

Thomas Sabo has a strong connection with very spiritual elements Thomas Sabo has a strong connection with very spiritual elements 

which always show in their designs and materials that they use. 

Thomas Sabo customers like this as it gives your gift a more personal 

connection and allows you to personalise it further with engraving.

This collection although it is not the boldest has its own unique style that truly 

captivates the Thomas Sabo customers allowing you to combine multiple 

necklaces, pendants and earrings to make stunning combinations and stylish 

looks.

As modelled in the photos surrounding this column is some of the modelled As modelled in the photos surrounding this column is some of the modelled 

pieces from this collection including some egyptian styled pieces called ‘Nile 

Treasures’ and are available in gold PVD, Stainless steel, sterling silver and 

blackened Stianless Steel.

The Prana collection including hamsa hands, tear drops, elephants and more 

allowing its customers to truly express their personailty and individuality as well 

as making a strong connection to Thomas Sabos ethics and Karma beliefs.

Every bead is a visual masterpiece with individual significance. Cut 

from a variety of precious stones and made from high-qrade Sterling 

silver, the intricate creations are manufactured by hand with precision 

craftsmanship. The creative designs stand for the beauty in life and 

focus positive energy. They also use the slogan ‘Create your Karma’

THOMAS SABO celebrates joie de vivre with the launch of the new THOMAS SABO celebrates joie de vivre with the launch of the new 

Karma Beads! Inspired by a positive attitude towards life and an 

appreciation of the beautiful things in life, the new jewellery range is 

a celebration of positive energy. The key piece of the collection, the 

beautifully detailed ‘Wheel of Karma’ along with the 72 different 

Karma Beads designs allow wearers to create unique jewellery 

compositions that express their personal Karma style. Complementing 

the Karma Beads,the Karma Beads, THOMAS SABO has developed a new necklace 

and a bracelet crafted from 925 Sterling silver, opening up even more  

creative possibilities.

This is how the Karma Beads are worn: The Beads, or the ‘Wheel of 

Karma’, are added to new bracelets and necklaces which are fastened 

by means of a bead element. The beads are added as desired, with 

stopper elements varying the position of the beads on the bracelet. 

Regardless of whether adorned with just one bead or ‘fully loaded’ – 

the result is always a very personal item of jewellery.

As colourful as the spectrum of the rainbow the scintillating Stones and Pearls 

Karma Beads are strung together. From intense violet and clear blue through to 

deep black or even delicate mother-of-pearl – these high-quality decorative 

beads, including a few made up of precious stones, compliment any outfit or 

occasion.

The special thing about these beads: all Karma Beads have their own meaning The special thing about these beads: all Karma Beads have their own meaning 

and are made from the corresponding stone. For example, the violet amethyst is a 

variety of quartz. It is seen as a healing stone for skin impurities and swellings, 

and it is said to have purifying and inspiring properties.

 

Green heliotrope in turn is a variety of chalcedony and is characterised by small Green heliotrope in turn is a variety of chalcedony and is characterised by small 

red inclusions of iron oxide. The myth therefore arose in the Middle Ages that the 

stone contained drops of the blood of Christ. It is said of the heliotrope that it 

endows the wearer with an even temper and cheeriness, and that it furthers 

concentration and has a rousing effect on anyone who is tired. Mother-of-pearl is 

said to have a strengthening and stabilising effect on the mind and to ensure 

confidence.

KARMA BEADS

Each design of the personalised jewellery line is made of high-quality 

925 Sterling silver and in some cases stylishly gold-plated with 

classic 18k rosé or yellow gold. Thomas Sabo offer various engraving 

possibilities which create unique jewellery items with truly individual 

meaning.

THOMAS SABOTHOMAS SABO’s latest line, Love Bridge, comprises a wide range 

of Love Bridge bracelets and necklaces with a Sterling silver, 18 k 

rose or yellow gold plated bar, the love bridge, a silver disc or 

feminine silver heart that can be engraved either with a love message, 

the initials of a loved one or a love symbol. 

The bracelets and necklaces create a loving connection between The bracelets and necklaces create a loving connection between 

friends, family or lovers. These stunning bracelets and necklaces are 

very sentimental pieces of jewellery whose meaning can be defined 

and personalised by you.

LOVE BRIDGE

REBEL AT HEART
Created by hand with professional accuracte craftsmanship, made 

from black Sterling silver and with, precious stones: the iconic Rebel 

at heart line is characterised by the unique and bold feel for masculine 

design codes. The subtle mix of materials and the intricate signature 

characterise the unique aesthetics of the collection.

The style of theThe style of the THOMAS SABO Rebel at heart line is characterised 

by individual designs with a bold and loud attitude and marked 

expressiveness. The icon of the gentlemen's jewellery collection is the 

Skull. It is the ideal symbol for modern rebels because it embodies 

freedom, rebellion and uniqueness. The various Skull items thus 

reflect numerous attributes of the modern lifestyle.

The design range of theThe design range of the THOMAS SABO icon encompasses highly 

expressive Skull bracelets or unique cufflinks through to the noble 

Skull amulet with stone embellishment. Skull pendants make a 

particularly impressive impact on long, matt-black bead chains or in 

combination with crosses.

Casual jewellery, which endows with ultimate rock star appeal - that's 

the THOMAS SABO jewellery line Rebel at heart. Although 

originally designed for men, the collection also offers with its 

individual and rock 'n' roll style the perfect accessories for women 

with a rebellious attitude.

 

The eyecatchers of the line are numerous iconic items of jewellery in The eyecatchers of the line are numerous iconic items of jewellery in 

XL look: whether extravagant Skull pendants, rebellious Love Knot 

designs or large cocktail rings of blackened 925 Sterling silver – these 

pieces of jewellery not only reveal the Rebel at heart, but also testify 

with their individual charisma to the creativity and style sense of the 

wearer. In addition to figurative statements, numerous rebellious and 

elegant items of jewellery are available: minimalistic ear studs, skull 

rings and bracelets with relief-type structures or a trendy rivet look rings and bracelets with relief-type structures or a trendy rivet look 

invite the wearer to experiment. 

The Love Bridge range includes a whole range of different styles for bracelets 

and necklaces, including the Sterling silver chain bracelets with an engravable 

love bridge, delicate bead bracelets with freshwater pearls, rose quartz, tiger’s 

eye, haematite and many other colourful stone beads to choose from, featuring a 

rose gold plated, yellow gold plated or silver love bridge ready to be personalised 

with your own bespoke engraving with Thomas Sabo.

 

Love Bridge caters both to Glam & Soul ladies and Rebel at heart gentlemen, Love Bridge caters both to Glam & Soul ladies and Rebel at heart gentlemen, 

including a collection of unisex bracelets to suit all occasions and styles. From 

the beautiful women’s Love Bridge bracelets with XL infinity symbol in zirconia 

pave, to the expressive men’s or unisex bracelets with skulls, indie-rock silver 

feathers and tactile Kathmandu silver bar, Love Bridge caters for everyone.


